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Generic Operational Characteristics of Piezoelectric
Transformers

Gregory Ivensky, Isaac Zafrany, and Shmuel (Sam) Ben-Yaakov, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The universal attributes of piezoelectric transformers
(PT) were derived by an approximate analysis that yielded closed
form equations relating the normalized load resistance to the
voltage gain, output power per unit and efficiency. Based on
the results of the study, a calculation procedure is developed for
specifying a PT for any given application and is demonstrated by
considering the design of a fluorescent lamp driver. It is suggested
that the closed form formulas, developed in this study, could be
invaluable when studying, specifying and designing practical PTs
applications.

Index Terms—Approximate methods, fluorescent lamps, mod-
eling, piezoelectric transformers, resonant power conversion.

I. INTRODUCTION

PIEZOELECTRIC transformers (PT) have important
advantages over low power electromagnetic (ferrite)

transformers. In particular, they have high power density, small
size and weight while maintaining high throughput efficiency.
They could be designed to have very high voltage isolation
between primary and secondary, can operate at high frequencies
and they do not generate electromagnetic noise. Due to these
advantages, PT have already found various practical applica-
tions [1]–[8] such as: electronic ballasts for fluorescent lamps,
battery chargers for mobile phones, ac adapters for mobile
computers, gate drives of MOSFETs and IGBTs and others.

Notwithstanding the fact that practical applications of
PTs have been described in the literature, delineation of the
engineering characterization of these devices is still insufficient
[8]–[11]. For example, the PT analysis presented in [8], [9]
was given only for the low voltage mode when the operating
frequency is close to the series (i.e., mechanical) resonant
frequency of PT. Operation in the high voltage mode provide
maximum output voltage for a wide range of load resistances
and could thus be useful in many applications. This mode was
not analyzed in earlier publications. It should also be noted
that the important functional relationship between the output
power and load resistance was derived in [8], [9] for a relatively
narrow range of load resistances. Consequently, it does not
show the typical singularity of this function (two peaks of the
output power). These and other issues were analyzed in this
study and the theoretical results, verified by measurements
and simulations, provide tools for evaluating the expected
performance of a PT in a given application. Although this paper
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Fig. 1. Equivalent circuits of a piezoelectric transformer (PT): (a) general
model, (b) after reflecting the output capacitance and load resistance to the
primary, and (c) after parallel to series transformation.

is concerned with PTs in ac–ac applications, the study can be
used to assess the PT performance in converter applications
(ac–dc) by applying the equivalent ac resistance approach

[12] or the RC model for a converter with a capacitive
filter [13], [14].

II. EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS OFPIEZOELECTRICTRANSFORMERS

The general equivalent circuit of a PT when operating
around one of its mechanical resonant frequencies is depicted
in Fig. 1(a). and are the input and output voltages,
and are capacitances of the input and output capacitor,
and are series equivalent inductance and capacitance,
is equivalent mechanical resistance, is the load resistance
and is the mechanical output transfer ratio. The output
transformer (shown in earlier papers) is replaced in Fig. 1(a)
by two dependent sources: and .

This presentation is valid even when the output is exposed to a
dc voltage. The electromagnetic transformer presentation (used
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by other authors) would be undesirable in such a case, especially
when the equivalent circuit is studied by circuit simulation. This
is due to the fact that the windings of an electromagnetic trans-
former represent a short circuit to dc voltage.

From the power-transfer point of view, the basic equivalent
circuit can be simplified to that of Fig. 1(b) in which the network
at the secondary is reflected to the primary. Note that the input
capacitance [ of Fig. 1(a)] is eliminated in Fig. 1(b) since
it does not affect the power transfer of the PT except for the
ESR effect that is treated in Section VI below. The values of
the reflected resistance , reflected capacitance and
reflected output voltage will be

(1)

(2)

(3)

Further simplification can be achieved by converting the par-
allel network , to a series network [Fig. 1(c)] in which the
series resistance and series capacitance are defined as

(4)

(5)

where is the operating frequency.

III. A N INTUITIVE ANALYSIS

Examination of the dependence of and on reveals
some interesting and important features. Asvaries from 0 to

, varies from zero back to zero with a maximum at

(6)

On the other hand, over the entire range of, series capaci-
tance varies from infinity back to the value of .

Based on this simple observation some general conclusions
can already be drawn.

1) For a given reflected load , maximum output voltage
will be obtained at the resonant frequency (Fig. 1)

(7)

where is the series value of and

(8)

2) The range of the series resonant frequency is dictated by
the range of

(9)

where is the resonant frequency at short circuit (
)

(10)

and is the series resonant frequency at open circuit

(11)

3) For any given load , the output voltage can be con-
trolled by shifting the frequency above or below . This
is, in fact, the method used in inverters and converters op-
erating in frequency-shift control mode.

4) For any given load , the fraction of power transferred
to the load at the resonant frequency will depend on the
ratio of to [Fig. 1(c)].

5) Maximum power will be delivered to the load when
. Since is convex, two (and hence two )

satisfy the maximum power condition.
6) At maximum output power the PT efficiency

will be 0.5.
7) Maximum efficiency is obtained at the peak of .
8) Since maximum efficiency point corresponds to the

maximum it also corresponds to a local minimum of
output power (per a given input voltage).

IV. DETAILED ANALYSIS

A. Operating Frequency and Output to Input Voltage Ratio

The output to input voltage ratio (Fig. 1) was found to be

(12)

where

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

is the electrical quality factor and is the mechanical
quality factor.

Equation (12) implies that has a maximum value
when has a minimum value. Therefore, the frequency ratio

corresponding to can be found by setting the
derivative of the function (13) to zero. This was carried out two
ways: by an exact and by an approximate analysis.

Exact analysis was based on the solution of the derivative of
the third order equation (13), which can be presented by the
canonical form

(17)
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Fig. 2. Normalized operating frequency! corresponding to the maximum
output to input voltage ratio as a function of the electrical quality factorQ and
capacitance ratioc for mechanical quality factorQ � 10 (! is the resonant
frequency in short circuit mode).

where

(18)

The frequency ratio corresponding to the maximum
value of , as a function of , and , was found
from (17) and (18) applying the “Mathematica” software
package [15]. This dependence is plotted in Fig. 2. It shows
that an increase of from zero to infinity shifts from to

as expected. The curves are valid for a large range of
(10 to 1000). By inserting the values of into (13) and
applying (12) we found the relationships between and
circuit parameters , and (Fig. 3).

The results of the exact analysis are based on numerical cal-
culations and are therefore presented by tables and graphs. The
results of the approximate analysis given below are presented
in closed form equations and hence could be more convenient
for design procedures. The approximation is based on the fact
that the derivatives of some terms in (17) with respect toare
smaller than others and hence could be considered constant.

Taking into account the fact that near resonance the term
is changing much more rapidly as a function

of than does , we replace here the first order
multipliers and in (13) by as yet unknown con-
stants

and (19)

Hence, (13) can be transformed into

(20)

Fig. 3. Maximum value of the output to input voltage ratiok , output power
in per unit systemP and efficiency� as a function of the electrical quality
factorQ for c = const andQ = const.

Taking the derivative of (20) and equating it to zero, we solved
the equation for the frequency ratio , corresponding to
the maximum value of output to input voltage ratio

(21)

where is the phase angle of the parallel circuit
[Fig. 1(b)] at the frequency corresponding to the maximum
value of the output to input voltage ratio

(22)

Applying (14) we derive from (21) the expression of
in a form convenient for calculation

(23)

Note that the values of obtained by the approxi-
mate analysis are independent of [the terms including

in (20) were reduced during the mathematical transfor-
mation].

By inserting (22) into (13) and applying (12), (14)–(16) and
(22), we present a convenient expression for calculating the
maximum value of the output to input voltage transfer ratio

(24)

An approximate expression of under no load condition is
obtained from (13) and (23)

(25)
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Detailed comparison between simulation, exact analysis and
approximate formulas for in the range of 0.01–100, in
the range of 10–1000 andin the range 0.5–50 reveal that the
maximum discrepancy is smaller than 4.5%. In most operational
regions, however, the agreement was found to be better than
0.1%. We believe therefore that the approximate (closed form)
equations derived in this study are more than sufficient from the
engineering point of view.

B. Output Power and Efficiency

The output power can be calculated from

(26)

or in per unit system [taking into account [(14) and (15)]

(27)

where is the base power unit

(28)

Efficiency can be found from [11]

(29)

where is the reflected load resistance in the equivalent series
circuit [Fig. 1(c)].

Applying (4) and (14)–(16) we transform (29) to obtain the
expression for in a form that is convenient for calculation

(30)

The values of and , calculated from (27) and (30) as a
function of the electrical quality factor for const and

const, are plotted in Fig. 3. These graphs reveal three ex-
tremes. Two of them correspond to the equal-height peaks of the
output power . The third extreme point corresponds
to the maximum efficiency and a local minimum per unit
output power .

To derive the location of these extreme points we find first
the relationship between the output powerand efficiency .
Applying equations (27) and (29) of and and taking into
account (4), (22) and (24) we obtain

(31)

(32)

from which

(33)

Inserting (33) into (30) we find (Fig. 4)

(34)

Fig. 4. Output power in per unit systemP as a function of the efficiency�
(Q is the mechanical quality factor).

It is clear that maximum output power corresponds to the
efficiency and hence

(35)

Inserting into (30) we find the following equation for
the power peak points:

(36)

This equation has two solutions

(37)

(38)

We simplify these solutions taking into account the following
conditions:

— is usually much larger than ;
— the value of is practically very large and therefore

[see (21) and Fig. 2].
Under these conditions we obtain

(39)

(40)

Now we consider the extreme point corresponding to the
maximum value of the efficiency . Analysis of (30) shows
that when

(41)

i.e., when [see (22)]. The values of and
corresponding to are defined from (21) and (41)

(42)

(43)
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Inserting (42) and (43) into (30) we obtain the expression of
the maximum efficiency

(44)

Inserting (44) into (34) we obtain the output power at the point
corresponding to the maximum value of the efficiency

(45)

In the case that the equation can be simplified to

(46)

C. Output to Input Voltage Ratio and Efficiency

Dependence between the output to input voltage ratio
and efficiency is found in the same manner as above. From
(22) and (24) we define

(47)

Inserting (47) into (30) we obtain

(48)

The value of corresponding to the efficiency peak point
, defined as , is found from (41) and (48)

(49)

or taking into account (44)

(50)

V. PT WITH A MATCHING INDUCTOR CONNECTED IN

PARALLEL TO THE OUTPUT TERMINALS

The current of the output capacitance [Fig. 1(a)] is
lowering the efficiency since it passes through . Hence, the
overall efficiency of a PT can be improved by compensating
the reactive current of by an inductor connected in
parallel to the output terminals of PT (Fig. 5).

For a perfect compensation

(51)

where is the operating frequency. The losses in the re-
sistor are lower in this case and therefore the efficiency of
PT will be higher. In such a case, the equivalent resistances

Fig. 5. Connection of a matching inductorL in parallel to the output
terminals of PT.

Fig. 6. Ratio of efficiency values expected without a matching inductor
L (�) to the efficiency with an inductor (� ) as a function ofR =R and
!C R .

and [Fig. 1(c) and (b)] have identical values and hence equa-
tion (29) of the PT efficiency is reduced to a following form:

(52)

The ratio between the efficiency values in the two cases:
without and with the matching inductor ( and ) is
found from (52), (29) and (4)

(53)

This relationship is shown in Fig. 6. We see that in general
but for small and values, we find

It should be noted that the matching inductor , operating
in the resonant mode with , decreases the output to input
voltage transfer ratio

(54)

To conserve the same output voltage , input voltage of
PT must be increased.

VI. THE EFFECT OF THEESROF THE INPUT AND OUTPUT

CAPACITORS

A modified equivalent circuit of a PT, taking into account the
losses in the input and output capacitors and , is pre-
sented at Fig. 7(a). It includes parallel resistances and
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Fig. 7. Equivalent circuits of a piezoelectric transformer (PT) taking into
account ESR losses in the input and output capacitors: (a) general model; (b)
after reflecting the parameters of the secondary circuit to the primary and
followed by a parallel to series transformation;C � C ;C � C .

which can be found from the following approximate
equations:

(55)

(56)

where is the equivalent series resistance (ESR) of
and is the ESR of . Hence, the losses in the input and
output capacitors can be expressed as

(57)

(58)

where and are rms of the input and output voltage.
Due to , the total resistance at the output of

the PT becomes smaller

(59)

Inserting (instead of into (15) we find the new
value of the quality factor , and after using the data of Figs. 2
and 3 we obtain new values of and . The corrected
terms are only slightly different from the values of the ideal
case when . The output power is calculated as
before from (26), but its value is a little lower due the decrease
in .

To derive the expression for the corrected efficiency, we re-
flect and to the primary

(60)

Next we convert the parallel network to a se-
ries network [Fig. 7(b)] and calculate the series resistance

Fig. 8. Circuit connection when extracting PT parameters.

putting [instead of ] into (4). The resulting resistance
consists of two components connected in series

(61)

(62)

The first component is the equivalent load resistance
while the second component is the loss resistance of
the capacitor . If we neglect, at this stage, the losses in
we find the efficiency of a PT from the following equation:

(63)

Clearly, is lower than in ideal case when .
Taking into account that the input capacitance does not

affect the power transfer of the PT we find the input power of a
real PT applying (57) and (63)

(64)

Hence, the efficiency of the PT including the losses due to the
ESR of will be

(65)

VII. EXPERIMENTAL

Philips piezoelectric transformer (RT 358 2 PXE43-S)
with thickness polarization [11] was investigated experimen-
tally. The values of the equivalent circuit components [Fig. 1(a)]
were obtained by applying the circuit shown in Fig. 8 and with
the help of a network analyzer (HP4395A). The outer shunt re-
sistor inserted in series with the PT input terminals is in-
tended to sense the primary current of the PT when the output
side is under short circuit conditions.

The parameters of the PT equivalent circuit [Fig. 1(a)] were
extracted by applying the measurement method described
below. The procedure assumes that which is
a good approximation for the PT under study. The dielectric ca-
pacitance and values are measured by a low frequency
LCR meter.

The proposed procedure is based on two measurement sets:
short and open circuit at the output of the PT. When the output
is shorted, the resonant frequency (10) is found and the
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Fig. 9. Circuit diagram of the experimental setup.

transfer function of (Fig. 8) at is measured.
Since this ratio is due to the voltage divider ,

(66)

the equivalent mechanical resistance can now be extracted.
Next, by measuring the bandwidth (BW) around the series res-
onance peak, the mechanical quality factor is calculated

BW
(67)

is computed from (67) and applying (10), is extracted
as well. Next, when the output is under open circuit condition,

(11) is measured and by substituting (2) into (11) the output
transfer ratio is calculated.

Applying the above procedure, the parameters of the exper-
imental PT were found to be: kHz,

kHz, , mH,
pF, pF and .

The circuit diagram of Fig. 9 was constructed and used to ex-
amine the input to output transfer function characteristic of the
PT as a function of the load resistance. A half bridge in-
verter was used to drive the primary of the PT and, and

filter was used to smooth the signal to an approximate sinu-
soidal waveform at the PT input terminals. This method could
generate a high voltage sinusoidal signal at input terminal of
the PT. The RF output of the network analyzer was used to feed
the gate driver after passing a high-speed comparator to obtain
a square wave signal. The transfer functions were measured by
the function of the analyzer (Fig. 9). It should be noted that
the input impedance of and is 50 and therefore series 100
k resistors were used to avoid loading of the PT output and to
reduce the signal level to the safe range for the analyzer. In this
way, when the load resistance was smaller then 100 kthe
input to output transfer function was derived from . For
higher than 100 k loads, the series resistances were replaced to
higher values. Since the analyzer was calibrated with the series
resistors (throughput), any error in the dividers was canceled
out.

The experiments were carried out for a load resistance
range of 10 to 540 k . Each measurement point was taken
at the frequency of maximum output voltage . Excellent

Fig. 10. Maximum value of the output to input voltage ratio
(V =V ) and the output powerP as a function of the load resistanceR :
circles—experimental results; lines—theoretical prediction.

agreement was found between the experimental results and the
corresponding values predicted by the equations derived in this
study for the voltage gain and output power (Fig. 10).

VIII. C ONCLUSION

The proposed method applies the equivalent circuit of the
PT and the results are dependent on the values of the model
parameters. It should be pointed out that PTs, in general, ex-
hibit nonlinearity as well as temperature dependence. Conse-
quently, the model parameters need to be extracted under the
intended operating conditions. The experimental setup of Fig. 9
overcomes the output power imitation of common network an-
alyzers by providing a synchronized high power driver to feed
the PT. This solution is less costly than a high frequency high
power amplifier that could be used, of course, for the same pur-
pose. The narrow bandwidth of modern network analyzers, as
the HP4395A, overcomes the distortion and hence a class D am-
plifier with a simple filter is sufficient for all practical purposes.

The generic equations developed in this study reveal some
universal relationships between key parameters of a PT. These
physical trade-offs can be used two ways: to optimize the design
of a PT for a given application (see the Appendix) and/or spec-
ifying the desired PT to fill given tasks. From the engineering
point of view it is clear that the range for high efficiency opera-
tion for a PT is:

(68)

Over this range the voltage transfer ratio is bound as follows:

(69)

Connection of a matching inductor in parallel to the
output terminals of PT will increase the efficiency, but will de-
crease the output to input voltage ratio. The results displayed
in Fig. 6 can be used to estimate the improvement in efficiency
that can be gained by incorporating the compensating inductor.
Trade-off between cost and performance can be examined.

As an example of the type of information that can be ob-
tained by applying the results of this study, we considered in
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the Appendix the case of a PT for fluorescent lamp drive. We
assumed an 18 W lamp, driven by a PT that is fed by a 150
Vrms voltage (other specifications given in the Appendix). By
applying the procedure outlined in the Appendix, we calculated
the target PT parameters for this application. Obviously, many
types of PT structures may comply with these target parame-
ters, but once the desired parameters are defined, the search for
the device is unequivocally defined. It is clear that at this stage
of the PT technology, one may not be able to order a PT ac-
cording to exact specifications. Even so, the required specifi-
cations, derived by above procedure, can help to select catalog
products. The expressions developed in this study can then be
applied to examine the expected performance when the available
PT is used. It is thus concluded that the generic closed-form for-
mulas, developed in this study, could be highly valuable when
studying, specifying and designing practical PTs applications.

APPENDIX

SPECIFYING A PT FOR A FLUORESCENTLAMP

Similar to the case of electromagnetic transformers, the re-
quirements of each application will dictate the parameters of
the optimal PT. In the following we propose a method for spec-
ifying a PT used in a ballast for fluorescent lamps. The starting
points of the design are: the nominal output power, the input
rms voltage , the output rms voltage for the nominal load re-
sistance ( and under no load conditions ( , the
series resonant frequency . For the nominal load resistance,
the PT should operate in the extreme point of the characteristic
(Fig. 3) corresponding to the maximum efficiency; the value
of should also be specified.

Calculate:
1) The maximum value of the output to input voltage transfer

ratio —eq. (49).
2) The transformer turn ratio “” using (3) and (12):

(70)

3) The capacitance ratio “” using (25), (44) and (49):

(71)

where

(72)

4) The characteristic impedance of the series resonant circuit
using (27), (28), (44) and (45):

(73)

5) Inductance and capacitance :

(74)

6) Capacitance using (2) and (14):

(75)

7) The mechanical quality factor applying (44):

(76)

8) Resistance from (16):

(77)

Note that the equations of step 3) implies that is
bound:

(78)

This limits should be taken into account in the beginning of the
design when the values of “” and are specified.

As a numerical example, we consider the case of an 18 W
lamp driven by a PT that is fed by a 150 Vrms source. The
target specifications are assumed to be as follows:
W, Vrms, PT efficiency 90%, kHz.

To comply with (78), the parameter “” was set to be .
This corresponds to an open circuit voltage of 980 Vrms. In a
practical application, a lower ignition voltage can be obtained
by setting the operating frequency to be above the resonant fre-
quency per (12), (13). Following the procedure outlined above,
the target PT parameters for this application were calculated to
be: , mH, pF,
nF, .

SPICE simulation was used to verify these numerical results.
It was found that the calculated PT parameters meet the exact
design requirements.
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